Migration of intraprostatic fiducial markers and its influence on the matching quality in external beam radiation therapy for prostate cancer.
To assess the influence of fiducial marker (FM) migration on the matching quality in external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) for prostate cancer. The position of FMs were identified using on-board kV imaging (OBI) and their 3-D position established using an in-house reconstruction algorithm for 31 patients with prostate adenocarcinoma. To carry out the match, the positions were overlaid on the digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR) generated from the planning CT. The distance between each FM was calculated for seven treatments throughout the EBRT course. Four radiotherapy technologists were asked to independently perform and rate the match from OBI to DRR which was then correlated to the extent of FM migration. All the matches were rated by at least three radiotherapy technologists as "very easy" ("easy" subgroup) for 24 patients (77%), while the other seven patients had their match rated less than "very easy" and considered the "not easy" subgroup. The average daily FM migration was 0.93+/-0.34 mm for the "easy" subgroup vs. 1.82+/-0.75 mm for the latter. An average migration >2 mm was seen in five/seven patients in the "not easy" subgroup as compared to none in the "easy" subgroup. There was a trend towards less FM migration and better matching if the planning CT was done later than the day of the FM implant (p=0.093). FM migration >2 mm predicts for a more difficult matching process; PTV margins might have to be adjusted or the planning CT repeated.